Let (B t ) t∈[0,∞) be a Brownian motion on a probability space (Ω, F , P ). Our concern is whether and how a noncausal type stochastic differential dX t = a(t, ω) dB t + b(t, ω) dt is identified from its stochastic Fourier coefficients (SFCs for short) (e n , dX) := L 0 e n (t) dX t with respect to a CONS (e n ) n∈N of L 2 ([0, L]; C). This problem has been studied by S.Ogawa and H.Uemura (Ogawa (2013)[17], (2014)[18]; Ogawa and Uemura (2014)[19], [20] , (2015)[21]). In this paper we give several results on the problem for each of stochastic differentials of Ogawa type and Skorokhod type when [0, L] is an finite or infinite interval. Specifically, we first give a condition for a random function to be identified from the SFCs and apply it to obtain affirmative answers to the question with several concrete reconstruction formulas of the random functions. This paper restates the result given in [3] by a metamathematical notion of constructiveness we introduce here.
Introduction
Let (B t ) t∈[0,1] be a one-dimensional Brownian motion defined on a probability space (Ω, F , P ). It has been discussed by S.Ogawa and H.Uemura ( [17] - [22] ) whether and how a random function on [0, 1], namely, a complex-valued jointly measurable map a(t, ω) on [0, 1] × Ω is identified from a set of its stochastic Fourier coefficients (SFCs for short) defined byâ n = (e n , a dB) := 1 0 e n (t)a(t, ω) dB t , where e n (t) denotes the complex conjugate of e n (t), with respect to a CONS (e n ) n∈N of L 2 ([0, 1]; C). Also, it is discussed in [20] as an extension of the question above whether and how random functions a(t) and b(t) are identified from a set of SFCs defined by (e n , dX) := 1 0 e n (t)a(t, ω) dB t + 1 0 e n (t)b(t, ω) dt of the stochastic differential dX t = a(t) dB t + b(t) dt. Note that the symbol dB stands for some sort of stochastic integral with respect to (B t ) t∈ [0, 1] . The SFC is called of Skorokhod type if it is defined by the Skorokhod integral ( [24] , see also Definition 2.4) and of Ogawa type if it is defined by the Ogawa integral ( [11] , see also Definition 2.1).
The notion of the SFC and SFT (stochastic Fourier transformation) were introduced by Ogawa in a series of studies [14] - [16] related to a Fredholm type stochastic integral equation (SIE) for random fields. In these articles, the invertibility of the SFT is used to show the existence and uniqueness of solutions for SIEs. In the previous studies [17] - [22] , affirmative answers to these questions are given. In [17] and [18] , the random functions are causal, i.e. adapted to a filtration for (B t ) t∈ [0, 1] . In [19] and [20] , the random functions are noncausal(anticipative), i.e. not necessarily causal and square integrable Wiener functionals and the SFCs are of Skorokhod type. In [21] and [22] , the random functions are noncausal and non-negative absolutely continuous and the SFCs are of Ogawa type, and the CONS is the exponential system (exp (2π √ −1nt)) n∈Z (Theorem 1.1). On the other hand, T.Kazumi and the author showed in [5] the identifications of noncausal square integrable Wiener functionals and stochastic differentials (as extensions of those) by using the Wiener-Itô decomposition, where the SFCs are of Skorokhod or Ogawa type (Theorem 1.2, 1.3 and 1.4). Concrete statements of Theorems 1.1-1.4, which are related to this note, are collected in Subsection 1.1.
Also, in [22] Ogawa and Uemura proposed two meanings of identifying a random function from its SFCs: the wide sense and the strong sense. The former simply indicates unique determinability of a random function from its SFCs. This is equivalent to invertibility of the SFT under proper conditions as in [18] . The latter is derived from an application viewpoint. Consider SFCs as given data, you cannot use information of the underlying Brownian motion to estimate quantity such as volatility in finance. It can be said that the identification problem in the strong sense asks, roughly speaking, whether it is possible to identify a diffusion coefficient or a drift term of a differential constructively and without the Brownian motion from SFCs. The study on the latter is required in the study of the volatility estimation problem proposed by P. Malliavin et al. ([9] , [10] ) and conducted by Ogawa and Uemura([18] , [21] , [22] ). In this note, in relation to the latter we introduce the notion of constructive identification in an assigned first-order language. The reason why we introduce the metamathematical notion of constructiveness in Appendix A is to give a framework to explain and evaluate derivations (or derivation formulas) or any other maps (or formulas of maps) by an organized notion based on the definite criteria. In addition, as another type of identification, for purely mathematical interest we introduce B-dependent (resp. B-independent) identification, which can be called identification "in need of" (resp. "in no need of") the condition that the underlying Brownian motion is (B t ) t∈[0,∞) , from the purely mathematical interest. Here, B-dependent (resp. B-independent) is short for dependent on Brownian motion (resp. independent of Brownian motion). Note that for each derivation map of the random function, there could be various different formulas which represent the map, while these notions of B-dependent and B-independent identifications depend only on the derivation map in itself and does not depend on each derivation formula which represents the derivation map. Main aim of this paper is to give the following identifications, while providing reconstruction formulas, of random functions from SFCs.
· Identification from SFCs of Ogawa type (SFC-Os) · Theorem 6.1, Theorem 6.2, Corollary 6.2 (extension of Theorem 1.1) : Constructive identification for any noncausal finite variation process.
· Theorem 6.3, Theorem 6.4, Corollary 6.3 (extensions of Theorem 6.1, Theorem 6.2, Corollary 6.2, respectively) : Constructive identification for a stochastic differential whose diffusion coefficient is any noncausal finite variation process.
· Theorem 6.5 (additional result, extension of Theorem 1.2) : Constructive identification of a stochastic differential whose diffusion coefficient is an S-type Itô process or a more general Wiener functional.
· Identification from SFCs of Skorokhod type (SFC-Ss) · Theorem 7.1, Theorem 7.2, Corollary 7.1 : Constructive identification for a stochastic differential whose diffusion coefficient is a locally absolutely continuous Wiener functional.
Here in each theorem listed above, the CONS which defines SFCs is taken generally and strictly speaking there includes metamathematical assertions since the notion of constructiveness is metamathematical. The organization of this paper is as follows. In Section 2, first, we describe fundamental notions concerning the issues, in particular, the noncausal stochastic integrals: Ogawa and Skorokhod integrals. In Section 3, we give propositions regarding the Ogawa integrability, which give sufficient conditions for SFC-Os to be defined and representations of SFC-Os, which are used to show the results listed above. In Section 4, first, we give the precise definitions of SFCs of stochastic differentials. Next, we introduce definitions of constructive identification in assigned first-order languages and B-independent identification of a random function from the SFCs. In Section 5, we give several lemmas. In Sections 6 and 7, we first give a necessary and sufficient condition, under proper conditions, for a random function or some quantity to be identified from SFCs and apply it to give the main results listed above. In Appendix A, we introduce the notion of constructiveness in an assigned first-order language, which is used to define constructive identification in Section 4. In Appendix B, we discuss some measurability and continuity of stochastic processes to obtain the main results.
Preceding studies
In this subsection, we review preceding results on the identification problems.
Identification from SFC-Os
First, we overview results about the identification from SFC-Os. The following is an extension of the result originally presented in [21] .
Assume a CONS of L 2 [0, 1] is given by the exponential system (T n ) n∈Z defined by T n (t) = exp (2π √ −1nt) and a real-valued random function a(t) on [0, 1] satisfies the following:
(1) P ( a(t) is non-negative and absolutely continuous in t ) = 1.
In Theorem 1.1 Ogawa and Uemura also showed that a(t) can be identified even from (â n ) n∈Λ , where Λ is a cofinite subset of Z.
On the other hand, from Theorems 5.1,5.2 and 5.3 in [4] , we can see the following fact about the integrability of the Ogawa integral: Let L r,2 1 denote the Sobolev space of square integrable Wiener functionals with differentiability index r ∈ [1, ∞) (see Definition 2.2 for the precise definition). Given e : [0, 1] → R and a CONS (ϕ m ) ∈N of L 2 ([0, 1]; R) and a Skorokhod integral process
where δB stands for the Skorokhod integral and f ∈ L 2,2 1 . We introduce the following conditions (C.1),(C.2) and (C.3) on e(t), (ϕ m ) ∈N and f (t).
namely, e(t) has finite left and right limits on (0, 1] and [0, 1), respectively.
(2) sup
(3) there exists g ∈ L 1,2 1 such that f (t) = t 0 g(s) δB s .
(C.3)
(1) e(t) is of bounded variation.
(2) there exists g ∈ L 1,2 1 such that f (t) = t 0 g(s) δB s . Now, the following assertions (A),(B) and (C) about the Ogawa integrability hold:
(C) If the assumption of (A) or (B) holds, the integral of eX converges in L 2 (Ω) and it is given by
Remark The condition 1 of (C.2) is weaker than "e(t) is piecewise continuous" which we assumed in Theorem 5. Let (e n ) n∈N and (ϕ m ) ∈N be CONSs of L 2 ([0, 1]; R) and a(t) a process defined by (1.2) and b ∈ L 0,2 1 . Assume that e n (t), (ϕ m ) ∈N and f (t) satisfy any of the conditions (C.1),(C.2) and (C.3) for each n ∈ N. Let
where d u B and d ϕ B stand for the u-integral for L 2 ([0, 1]; R) and ϕ-integral, respectively (see Definition 2.1). Then, a(t) and b(t) are identified from the system ((e n , d † Y )) n∈N of SFC-O † 's.
Identification from SFC-Ss
Next, we overview results about the identification from SFC-Ss. The following are two results stated in [5] , which show the identification of square integrable Wiener functionals. The first one is an extension of Theorem 3 in [19] and the second one is an extension of Theorem 3 in [20] and the second is an extension of the first.
Theorem 1.3 ([5](2018))
Let (e n ) n∈N be a CONS of L 2 [0, 1], where each e n (t) is bounded. Then, a ∈ L 1,2 1 is identified from the system ((e n , a δB)) n∈N of its SFC-Ss with respect to (e n ) n∈N .
Theorem 1.4 ([5](2018))
Let (e n ) n∈N be a CONS of L 2 [0, 1], where each e n (t) is bounded and a ∈ L 1,2 1 and b ∈ L 0,2 1 . Define δX t := a(t) δB t + b(t) dt. Then, a(t) and b(t) are identified from the system ((e n , δX)) n∈N of SFC-Ss of δX with respect to (e n ) n∈N .
Preliminaries

Notation and terminology
Throughout this paper, we employ the following setting and terminology: Let (B t ) t∈[0,∞) be a onedimensional Brownian motion on a probability space (Ω, F , P ). Let λ be the Lebesgue measure on R and L a constant which satisfies 0 < L ≤ ∞. If L = ∞ we regard the symbol [0, L] as the infinite interval [0, ∞). L([0, L]) denotes the σ-field of Lebesgue measurable sets on [0, L]. We say f : [0, L]×Ω → C is a random function (or measurable stochastic process) on [0, L] if f is L([0, L])⊗F -measurable. Note that a random function f (t) is noncausal, namely, not necessarily adapted to some filtration for (B t ) t∈[0, 1] , for that matter, not necessarily σ
Also, a real-valued random function whose almost all sample paths are of bounded variation is called a noncausal finite variation process or a random function of bounded variation, and a stochastic process whose almost all paths are (right (resp. left)) continuous is called a (right resp. left) continuous process. Set BV [0, L] := {v : [0, L] → R | v is of bounded variation }, and for each v ∈ BV [0, L] we introduce the following notation: x ∈ X. Similarly, we define the space L 0 (X; E) of M-measurable functions taking values in a Banach space E. Let K be R or C. In this note, by a CONS we mean an ordered CONS.
Ogawa integrals
In this subsection, we give the definitions of two kinds of Ogawa integrals: ϕ-integral and u-integral.
converges in probability. In that case, (2.1) is called the Ogawa integral of f with respect to ϕ or ϕ-integral of f and denoted by Remark There is a difference between u-integrability for L 2 ([0, 1]; R) and that for L 2 ([0, 1]; C). For example, by Proposition 6 in Ogawa [12] 
Wiener chaos and Skorokhod integral
In this subsection, we describe the framework of Wiener chaos and the definition of Skorokhod integral. For n ∈ N, we set
Then it is easy to see that we can define the multiple Wiener-Itô integral of order n with i-tuple parameters I
is decomposed into the orthogonal direct sum as follows:
where k f n (·; ·) ∈ L 2 ·;sym ([0, L] i+n ) is called the kernel of order n for f , and k f 0 (t) = E(f (t)). In addition, (2.2) is rephrased as f (t) = ∞ n=0 I n (k f n (t; ·)) in L 2 (Ω) for almost all t ∈ [0, L] i and the following commutativity between the inner product on L 2 ([0, L] i ) and the summation of the expansion holds: Then, the following hold:
becomes a Hilbert space with respect to the norm | · | i,r,2 .
· L r,2 i monotonically decreases with respect to r :
Definition 2.3 (H-derivative)
Let i ∈ N 0 , r ∈ R and f ∈ L r,2 i which is represented as follows:
converges in L r−1,2 i−1 . We call (2.4) the Skorokhod integral of f (t 1 , ..., t i ) with respect to t j , and denote it by by T K k n (t; ·) = (T K k n (·; ·))(t) = L 0 K(t, s)k n (s; ·) ds,
Remark For notational simplicity, we use the same symbol T K to represent these two operators since one can distinguish between them in the context.
Representations of Ogawa integrals
In this section, we give sufficient conditions for random functions to be Ogawa integrable and explicit representations of the integrals, which are necessary for proving the main theorems in Sections 6 and 7.
Integration by parts
To begin with, the next theorem follows the Itô-theorem (Theorem 4.1 in [6] ). One can prove it by the same argument as in the proof of Theorem 5.1 in [6] .
Proof :
Because |µ z | is finite, we can apply the bounded convergence theorem and we gain
Therefore, we conclude
Now, in light of Theorem 3.1 we have the next integration by parts lemma.
Lemma 3.1
Assume e ∈ L 2 ([0, L] ; C) has compact support. Let a(t) be a noncausal finite variation process on [0, L] and 0 ≤ s < t ≤ L. Then, ae is u-integrable on [s, t] for L 2 ([0, L] ; R) and the Ogawa integral converges almost surely and it is given by
. For now, the symbol of equality '=' means both sides of the expression are equal almost surely. Case 1, the case of t < ∞ : By Lebesgue's integration by parts formula, for M ∈ N we have
the series of the first and second terms of (3.2) are Wiener expansions, so that they converge almost surely, and the third term of (3.2) converges by Theorem 3.1 to − (s,t) B u [e] da(u) almost surely. Therefore we get
Case 2, the case of t = ∞ : Because e has compact support, there exists L 0 ∈ N such that ∀u ≥ L 0 e(u) = 0. By the definition of Ogawa integral and Case 1 we have
Then we have (3.1) since
Integrals of Wiener functionals
Next, we give some propositions in the case that the integrand is Wiener functional. The next theorem is a known result, Proposition 6 in Ogawa [12] , which gives a necessary and sufficient condition for f ∈ L 1,2 1 to be ϕ-integrable and a representation of the integral. Theorem 3.2 (Ogawa) Let f ∈ L 1,2 1 and ϕ be a CONS of L 2 ([0, 1] ; C). The following are equivalent:
Moreover, in this case the Ogawa integral is given by
From Theorem 3.2, the next assertion holds.
is of trace class almost surely, then f is u-integrable for L 2 ([0, L]; C) and the Ogawa integral is given by
, and T Df = T Dg T K * , which is of trace class. Therefore the universal Ogawa integral of f is given by (3.3). But we can't see directly from this fact the explicit expression of the trace of Df . We have the following in this context. The next theorem says an L 1,2 1 class Wiener functional is u-integrable for L 2 ([0, L]; C) when its kernels in Wiener-Itô decomposition have integral representations with Hilbert-Schmidt kernels.
T Kn I n k n ∈ L 1,2 1 is u-integrable for L 2 ([0, L] ; C) and the Ogawa integral converges in L 2 (Ω) and it is given by
wherek n (t; ·) = Sym n (k n (t; ·)) andk n * ∈ L 2 ([0, L] n+1 ) defined byk n * (·; t) =k n (t; ·).
Remark If for some r ∈ R, a = Proof :
Note that I n T Knkn = I n T Kn k n because I n T Kn = T Kn I n . We have
by the assumption (3.4) and the Schwarz inequality. Next, we have
and by the monotone convergence theorem, we have
for each n ∈ N. By (3.4) and applying the monotone convergence theorem again, we get
which completes the proof of Proposition 3.1.
Corollary 3.2
Suppose F is represented by
; C) and the Ogawa integral converges in L 2 (Ω) and it is given by
Remark We can prove Corollary 3.2 directly by the same argument as that of the proof of Proposition 3.1.
From Corollary 3.2, we have the next statement, which says the Ogawa integral of product of a locally absolutely continuous Wiener functional and a deterministic square integrable function with compact support.
Let a(t) be a real valued random function on [0, L] and e ∈ L 2 ([0, L]) has compact support. Suppose a(t) satisfies the following:
(1) a(t) is locally absolutely continuous in t ∈ [0, L] almost surely.
Then, ae is u-integrable for L 2 ([0, L] ; C) and the Ogawa integral converges in L 2 (Ω) and it is given by
, for e has compact support. Then, by Corollary 3.2,
Remark If L < ∞, then a(t) is a noncausal finite variation process and it has already proved that ae is u-integrable for L 2 ([0, L] ; R) by Lemma 3.1. This corollary gives another representation as (3.5) and shows the left hand side of (3.5) converges in L 2 (Ω) as well as almost surely to the right hand side.
On the other hand, from Corollary 3.2 and Theorems 5.1,5.2 and 5.3 in [4] , the following statement about the Ogawa integrability holds. 
3) be conditions on e(t), (ϕ m ) ∈N and f (t) stated in Subsection 1.1. Then, we have the following assertions (A),(B) and (C):
(C) If the assumption of (A) or (B) holds, the integral of ea converges in L 2 (Ω) and it is given by
In particular, when K(t, s) = 1 s≤t , a(t) defines an S-type Itô process
and (3.7) is rephrased as
SFCs and identification problems
In this section, we state the definitions of SFCs introduced by Ogawa and introduce the definitions of identification of random functions. From now to the end of this paper (except for Appendixes), let (e n ) n∈N be a fixed CONS of
Definitions of SFCs
We state the definitions of SFCs of a stochastic differential by a(t) and b(t) with respect to (e n ) n∈N .
In Particular, in the case of b = 0, (e n , d ϕ Y ) = (e n , a d ϕ B) is also called the SFC-O ϕ of a(t). Suppose e n a is u-integrable for every n ∈ N. We define the n-th SFC of (universal) Ogawa type
In particular, in the case of b = 0, (e n , d u Y ) = (e n , a d u B) is also called the SFC-O u of a(t).
Definition 4.3 (SFC-S of a stochastic differential)
Suppose any of the following two conditions:
(1) e n a ∈ L 1,2 1 for every n ∈ N. (2) e n a ∈ L 0,2 1 for every n ∈ N and b ∈ L 0,2 1 . We define the n-th SFC of Skorokhod type (SFC-S) (e n , δX) of the stochastic differential δX t = a(t) δB t + b(t) dt , t ∈ [0, L] with respect to (e n ) n∈N by (e n , δX) := in the case of 2. In particular, in the case of b = 0, (e n , δX) = (e n , a δB) is also called the SFC-S of a(t).
B-dependency and Constructiveness on identification
In this subsection, the following notion as the foundation is introduced. We define some types of identification of a random function. In this subsection except Example 4.1, we use notions introduced in Appendix A. Hereafter, we forget all the setting given in Subsection 2.1 and we start discussion without any preliminaries: Let (Ω, F , P ) be a probability space and I a real interval and set B B B I (Ω, F , P ) := { (B t ) t∈I | (B t ) t∈I is a Brownian motion on (Ω, F , P ) }. Let L be an assigned language of first-order logic defined in Appendix A. (1) Identification in the wide sense
We say h(α) is identified constructively in L (or L-constructively identified) for α ∈ L W from X W (α) by the formula h(α) = s(X W (α)) (or some abbreviation or notational deformation of this formula) if h(α) is identified for α ∈ L W from X W (α) by the map which is L-constructive with the term s(x).
(3) Constructive identification in L and W
We say h(α) is identified constructively in L and (or with) W (or L W -constructively identified) for α ∈ L W from X W (α) by the formula h(α) = s(X W (α)) (or some abbreviation or notational deformation of this formula) if h(α) is identified for α ∈ L W from X W (α) by the map which is L W -constructive with s(x).
(4) B-independent identification
We say h(α) is B-independently identified (identified in no need of (or without use of) information of W ) for α ∈ L W from X W (α) if there exists a map T such that for any
In this case, we say h(α) is B-independently identified for α ∈ L W from X W (α) by T .
(5) B-dependent identification
We say h(α) is B-dependently identified (identified in need of (or with use of) information of W ) for α ∈ L W from X W (α) if h(α) is identified for α ∈ L W from X W (α) and not B-independently identified for α ∈ L W from X W (α).
Remark 1
The definitions of semantically constructive identifications are done in the same way as those of constructive identifications in the cases of 2 and 3. Remark 2 In each of the cases above, we say α ∈ L W is identified from
In the case of 4, if the map T is constructive in an assigned language K with the term s(x), we say h(α) is K-constructively and B-independently identified for α ∈ L W from X W (α) by the formula h(α) = s(X W (α)) (or some abbreviation or notational deformation of this formula). Remark 4 When Λ ⊂ N and X W n (α) is the n-th SFC, defined later, of α(t) for each α ∈ L W , the above definitions from 1 to 3 become those of identifications of h(α) from SFCs of α ∈ L W . Remark 5 The identification of a stochastic differential (pair of random functions) can be defined similar to that of a random function. Remark 6 The definition of B-independent identification is appropriate as a definition of identification in no need of the information that the underlying Brownian motion is (W t ) t∈I as mentioned in the introduction by the following reason: the meaning of the sentence "The derivation map T in the definition 1 is given in no need of the information that the underlying Brownian motion is (W t ) t∈I " is that we can give T before giving the underlying Brownian motion W on (Ω, F , P ). So, such a map T must satisfy (4.1) for any Brownian motion B on (Ω, F , P ). Remark 7 On the contrary, B-dependent identification can be said to be identification in need of the information that the underlying Brownian motion is (W t ) t∈I . Remark 8 In light of Remarks 4 and 5, B-independent identification can be said to be identification on the probability space (Ω, F , P ) and B-dependent identification can be said to be proper identification on the probability space (Ω, F , P, (W t ) t∈I ) with (W t ) t∈I . Remark 9 When K is an assigned first-order language without the function symbol which is assigned to the Brownian motion W nor any other symbols which are assigned to elements depending on W , K-semantically constructive identification implies B-independent identification, since a K-semantically constructive map can be given before giving the underlying Brownian motion W on (Ω, F , P ). (1) , γ ∈ L B (2) .
We now recall the setting given in Subsection 2.1. From now on, let (e n ) n∈N be a CONS of L 2 ([0, L]; C), a ∈ L 0 ([0, L] × Ω ; C) and b ∈ L 0 (Ω; L 2 ([0, L]; C)).
Example 4.1
Let (ϕ m ) m∈N be a CONS of L 2 ([0, L] ; C) and f a non-zero random function in L 0 ([0, L] × Ω). Suppose e n f is ϕ-integrable with respect to B for every n ∈ Λ, where ∅ Λ ⊂ N. Then, a ∈ {f, −f } is not B-independently identified from its SFC-O ϕ 's ((e n , a d ϕ B)) n∈Λ , defined later, since B is symmetrically distributed. Therefore, a ∈ {f, −f } is not identified constructively (in both syntactic and semantic senses) in K in Remark 9 from ((e n , a d ϕ B)) n∈Λ . In other words, the sign of any random function cannot be identified by any map which can be defined before giving the underlying Brownian motion B on (Ω, F , P ). Let L 0 be the assigned language defined in Example 8.1. Then in Theorem 1.1, a(t) is L 0 -constructively (thus, and B-independently) identified from (â n ) n∈Z by (1.1).
Lemmas
In this section, we state primary lemmas necessary to obtain main theorems. First, the next lemma follows from Doob's L 2 -inequality. where a(t) is the version of a(t) given by Proposition 9.2.
Proof :
For each n ∈ N we have
Here, || a || is a random variable by Proposition 9.2 and || a || < ∞ a.s. Then, by Lemma 5.1, the right hand side of (5.2) converges to 0 in probability, which completes the proof of Lemma 5.2.
Identification of random functions from SFC-Os
Hereafter, let L 0 be the assigned first-order language defined in Example 8.1. Hereafter, we also mean by a term (resp. formula) of K some abbreviation or notational deformation of a term (resp. formula) of K for an assigned first-order language. In this section, we give the results about identification of random functions from SFC-Os of a stochastic differential by a(t) and b(t).
Identification of noncausal finite variation processes
In this subsection, we give the main results about identification from SFC-Os of a stochastic differential whose diffusion coefficient is any noncausal finite variation process.
Assume a ∈ L 0 ([0, L] × Ω) is any noncausal finite variation process. First, we give a necessary and sufficient condition for a random function or some quantity to be identified from SFC-Os.
Proposition 6.1 (Parseval-type transformation)
Assume e n (t) has compact support for each n ∈ N. Then, the following hold: 
Remark We can extend P for ((e n , d u Y )) n∈Λ , where Λ is a cofinite subset of N, by regarding (e n , d u Y ) = 0 if n / ∈ Λ.
Proof :
First of all, SFC-Os (e n , a d u B) and whereã(t) is the version of a(t) as in Proposition 9.2. The convergence as n → ∞ of the first term of the right hand side of (6.3) is that of Wiener expansion to 0, and the second term converges to 0 in probability by Lemma 5.2. Therefore (a) holds. (b) is obtained by taking
Assume e n (t) has compact support for each n ∈ N. Then, for a subset S of the family of all noncausal finite variation processes on [0, L] and a dense subset S of [0, L] and a map h over S , the following are equivalent:
Here d u Y denotes the stochastic differential d u Y t = a(t) d u B t + b(t) dt.
The implication (ii) ⇒ (i) is obtained from (c) in Proposition 6.1. On the other hand, (i) ⇒ (ii)
is justified because each e n (t) is approximated in L 2 [0, L] by step functions of the form r j=1 α j 1 [0,tj] , r ∈ N, α 1 , . . . , α r ∈ C and t 1 , . . . , t r ∈ S.
Lemma 6.1
Let Λ be a cofinite subset of N. Suppose e n (t) has compact support for each n ∈ Λ. Then, the map which associates P((e n , d u Y )) n∈Λ (t) in Proposition 6.1 with its left-continuous modification P((e n , d u Y )) n∈Λ (t) is given by
Then, the map is L 0 -constructive.
Proof :
Consider the case Λ = N for simplicity. By integration by parts we have which is equal to ã(t)B t − (0,t) B dã + t 0 b dλ t∈[0,L] pathwisely almost surely. Thus, ( X t ) t∈[0,L] is a left-continuous realization of P((e n , d u Y )) n∈N (t) and the formula s ∈ Q is equivalent to the formula g(s) = 1 of L 0 with the Dirichlet function g, which is L 0 -constructive (Example 8.1(d) ), which implies the assertion of this lemma.
Hereafter, we give the main theorems.
• Identification from SFCs of a(t)
At first, we give several reconstruction formulas from SFCs ((e n , a d u B)) n∈N .
Theorem 6.1 (Constructive identification)
Let Λ be a cofinite subset of N. Suppose e n (t) has compact support for each n ∈ Λ and a ∈ L 0 ([0, L]×Ω) with a noncausal finite variation process as a version. Then, the following hold: where P is defined in Lemma 6.1. Therefore, |a| is L 0 -constructively (thus, and B-independently) identified from ((e n , a d u B)) n∈Λ by (6.5), where L 0 is the assigned first-order language defined in Example 8.1.
Proof :
Consider the case of Λ = N first. By the definition of X t = P((e n , a d u B)) n∈N (t) in the case of b = 0 in Lemma 6.1, we have
On the other hand, becauseã(t) is of bounded variation, we have the following by Lebesgue's theorem:
By Proposition 9.4, (6.7) is rephrased as 
and the right hand side converges toã ′ tv (t) · 0 = 0 as s ց t almost surely. Then, we have 
for any r ∈ R. Then, c = lim n→∞ g n ∈ L 0 ([0, L] × Ω). Therefore, we see from (6.9) that c = |a| λ ⊗ P-a.e. Let Λ be a cofinite subset of N. Suppose e n (t) has compact support for each n ∈ Λ and a ∈ L 0 ([0, L]×Ω) with a noncausal finite variation process as a version. Then, the following hold:
where P is defined in Lemma 6.1 and P((e n , a d u B)) n∈Λ (s, t) denotes P((e n , a d u B)) n∈Λ (s)− P((e n , a d u B)) n∈Λ (t). Therefore, a(t) is identified constructively in L 0 and B from ((e n , a d u B)) n∈Λ by (6.10), where L 0 is the assigned first-order language defined in Example 8.1.
Consider the case of Λ = N. Put a k := a + k for each k ∈ N. Notice For almost all ω ∈ Ω, a(·, ω) is bounded, so there exists k(ω) ∈ N such that ∀k ≥ k(ω) ∀t ∈ [0, L]ã k (t, ω) ≥ 0. Then, (6.11) holds. Besides, the right hand side of (6.10) is defined by using the function symbol B for the term k(B s − B t ). Then, a(t) is identified constructively in L 0 and B from ((e n , a d u B)) n∈N . Similarly, the proof in the case of Λ N is done. Remark 1 Almost surely (omitted below), |â|(t) (so isâ(t)) is identified for every t ∈ [0, L], that is, identified as a function with the equivalence "b =ĉ ⇔ (b(t) =ĉ(t) ∀t ∈ [0, L] ) a.s.". So, |a|(t) (so is a(t)) is identified for every t ∈ [0, L] except differences of countable discontinuous points. But it does not mean almost surely, |a|(t) (resp. a(t)) is identified for every t ∈ • Identification from SFCs of
Next, we give the cores of the main theorems which give several reconstruction formulas from SFCs ((e n , d u Y )) n as natural extensions to stochastic differentials of Theorem 6.1, 6.2 and Corollary 6.2.
Theorem 6.3 (Constructive identification)
Let Λ be a cofinite subset of N. Suppose e n (t) has compact support for each n ∈ Λ and a ∈ L 0 ([0, L]×Ω) with a noncausal finite variation process as a version. Then, letting d u Y = a(t) d u B t + b(t) dt, b ∈ L 0 (Ω ; L 2 ([0, L] ; C)) the following hold:
where P is defined in Lemma 6.1. Therefore, |a| is L 0 -constructively (thus, and B-independently) identified from ((e n , d u Y )) n∈Λ by (6.12), where L 0 is the assigned first-order language defined in Example 8.1.
Proof :
Consider the case Λ = N. By the definition of X t = P((e n , d u Y )) n∈N (t) in Lemma 6.1, we have
Thus, as in the proof of Theorem 6. 
which shows the left hand side of (6.13) converges to 0 as s ց t.
Here, c ∈ L 0 ([0, L] × Ω) and c = |a| λ ⊗ P-a.e. as in the proof of Theorem 6.1.
Remark (6.12) also gives the law of iterated logarithm for the left-continuous modification of the process Y t .
Theorem 6.4 (Constructive identification with B)
Let Λ be a cofinite subset of N. Suppose e n (t) has compact support for each n ∈ Λ and a ∈ L 0 ([0, L]×Ω) with a noncausal finite variation process as a version. Then, letting
; C)) the following hold:
where P is defined in Lemma 6.1 and P((e n , d u Y )) n∈Λ (s, t) denotes P((e n , d u Y )) n∈Λ (s)− P((e n , d u Y )) n∈Λ (t). Therefore, a(t) is identified constructively in L 0 and B from ((e n , d u Y )) n∈Λ by (6.14) , where L 0 is the assigned first-order language defined in Example 8.1.
Proof :
The proof is done in the same way of that of Theorem 6.2 by using (6.12). (C) b Λ is identified constructively in L 0 and B from ((e n , d u Y )) n∈Λ .
Remark The same thing as mentioned in Remarks 1 and 2 in Corollary 6.2 holds.
We obtain (A) and (B) as in Corollary 6.2, then prove (C). We can identify ((e n , a d u B)) n∈Λ constructively in L 0 and B, so we identify ( e n , b ) n∈Λ pathwisely by e n , b = (e n , d u Y ) − (e n , a d u B), n ∈ Λ. Then we identify b Λ ∈ L 0 (Ω ; L 2 ([0, L] ; C)) by the Fourier series expansion of its paths.
Identification of S-type Itô processes or more general Wiener functionals
In this subsection, we give an additional result about identification from SFC-Os of a random function of unbounded variation. From Theorem 3.3 and Theorem 1.4 (Theorem 4.2 in [5] ), we have the following similar to Theorem 1.2 (Theorem 4.3 in [5] ).
Theorem 6.5
Let L 0 be the assigned first-order language defined in Example 8.1. Let (e n ) n∈N and (ϕ m ) m∈N be CONSs of L 2 ([0, 1]; R) and a(t) a process defined by (3.6) and b ∈ L 0,2 1 . We assume the condition |K(t, ·)| L 2 [0,1] < ∞ is satisfied.
Proof :
By the definition of (e n , d † Y ) and Theorem 3.3 we have
is SFC-S of a δB + c dλ and we can see a(t) is identified constructively in L 0 and B from ((e n , d † Y )) n∈N by following the proof of Theorem 4.2(Theorem 1.4 in this note) in [5] . Now, by the definition of (e n , d † Y ) we identify ( e n , b L 2 [0,1] ) n∈N constructively in L 0 and B, then identify b(t) by the Fourier expansion of its paths.
Identification of random functions from SFC-Ss
In this section, we give the main result about identification of random functions from from SFC-Ss of a stochastic differential by a(t) and b(t).
Identification of locally absolutely continuous Wiener functionals
Applying Theorems 6.3, 6.4 and Corollary 6.3 proved in Subsection 6.1, we have the following main results which give reconstructions by the law of iterated logarithm of Wiener functionals from SFC-Ss.
Theorem 7.1 (Constructive identification)
Let Λ be a cofinite subset of N. Suppose e n (t) has compact support for each n ∈ Λ and a ∈ L 0 ([0, L]×Ω) with the representativeâ(t) which satisfies the following:
(1)â(t) is locally absolutely continuous in t a.s.
Then, letting δX t = a(t) δB t + b(t) dt, b ∈ L 0 (Ω ; L 2 ([0, L] ; C)) the following hold:
where P is defined in Lemma 6.1. Therefore, |a| is L 0 -constructively (thus, and B-independently) identified from ((e n , δX)) n∈Λ by (7.1), where L 0 is the assigned first-order language defined in Example 8.1.
Remark If L < ∞, then the condition 3 holds. where P is defined in Lemma 6.1 and P((e n , δX)) n∈Λ (s, t) denotes P((e n , δX)) n∈Λ (s)− P((e n , δX)) n∈Λ (t). Therefore, a(t) is identified constructively in L 0 and B from ((e n , δX)) n∈Λ by (7.2) , where L 0 is the assigned first-order language defined in Example 8.1. (C) b Λ is identified constructively in L 0 and B from ((e n , δX)) n∈Λ .
Remark Almost surely, |â|(t) (so isâ(t)) is identified at every t ∈ [0, L].
We prove Theorem 7.1, 7.2 and Corollary 7.1 altogether.
Proof :
For each n ∈ Λ, by Corollary 3.3 e n a is u-integrable for L 2 ([0, L] ; C) and the Ogawa integral is given by
Thus, (e n , δX) 1, respectively. Now that a(t) is identified, we can identify e n , b = (e n , δX) − (e n , a δB) constructively in L 0 and B from ((e n , δX)) n∈Λ for each n ∈ Λ. Then, we identify b Λ ∈ L 0 (Ω ; L 2 ([0, L])) by the Fourier series expansion of its paths.
Appendix A: Notion of constructiveness
In Appendixes A and B, we follow the notation and terminology in Subsection 2.1. In this section, we introduce the notion of constructiveness in an assigned first-order language. Note that the notion is metamathematical. For the fundamental notion of first-order logic, refer to [2] or [23] . Let (e n ) n∈N be the CONS fixed at the beginning of Section 4. Let L be a language of first-order logic and V = {x | x = x } denotes the ZFC universe, i.e. the domain of discourse of ZFC set theory. Refer to [8] for ZFC set theory. The logical terms and logical formulas of L are defined by recursion on natural numbers. Assume that there is a one-to-one correspondence between L and some set V 0 in V as follows ( * 1) :
(1) Each constant symbol c in L is assigned to an element c V in V 0 .
(2) Each n-place function symbol f in L is assigned to an n-ary function f V in V 0 .
(3) Each n-place relation symbol p in L is assigned to an n-ary relation p V in V 0 .
Definition 8.1
We call a first-order language with an assignment as described above an assigned first-order language. 0( * 1) This statement seems to be the statement of the definition of a structure for the language L (see Chapter 2.5 in [23] or Chapter 2.2 in [2] ). But V is the structure for the language {=, ∈} with predicate symbols '=' and '∈' assigned to the equality relation and membership relation, respectively. We never intend to define a model for L of some axiomatic system.
In what follows, we introduce two kinds of definitions of constructiveness via evaluations of a logical term and formula of the assigned language L.
• Semantic definition Similarly, we can also define the evaluations (evaluation and truth value) eval σ V in V of an unclosed logical term, i.e. a logical term with at least one variable and of a logical formula, for each variable assignment σ, respectively (see p. 83 in [2] ).
Definition 8.3 (Semantically constructive map)
We say a map T is semantically constructive (or direct-representable) in L (or L-semantically constructive) if there exists a logical term s(x) of L with one variable x such that 'eval σ V (s(x)) = (T (eval σ V (x) 1 ), 1) for every variable assignment σ : {x} → domT '. In this case, we also say T is L-semantically constructive with the term s(x) and say T (X) is L-semantically constructive, for each X ∈ domT .
Here, the statement 'eval σ V (s(x)) = (T (eval σ V (x) 1 ), 1) for every variable assignment σ : {x} → domT ' in this definition means 'the evaluation of the corresponding formula of {=, ∈} is true in V ', and the evaluations of a term and formula do not mean the syntax derived values by natural deduction but the semantic assigned values in V . But, one can prove in ZFC finite syntax evaluations equal the corresponding semantic evaluations since we can choose the model R(γ) for a sufficiently large ordinal γ as in Exercise II.18.15 in [8] of the finite subclass of ZFC whose axioms were used in the proof, because of the reflection theorem (see Exercise II.18.15 in [8] ).
This definition is natural as a purely mathematical notion. On the other, there may be Lconstructive maps with represented formulas of L which is unprovable from ZFC. Then, in what follows we also define an L-constructive map in more strong sense, that is to say, a constructive map with a provable (demonstrable) formula of L.
• Syntactic definition
Definition 8.4 (Syntactic evaluation)
We define the syntax evaluation syn V (s) in V of a closed logical term s of L as follows:
(1) If s is a constant symbol, then syn V (s) = (syn V (s) 1 , syn V (s) 2 ) := (s V , 1).
(2) The case that s is represented as f s 1 ...s n with terms s 1 , ..., s n and an n-place function symbol f : If (syn V (s 1 ) 2 , ..., syn V (s n ) 2 ) = (1, ..., 1) and "y = f V (syn V (s 1 ) 1 , ..., syn V (s n ) 1 )" is provable for some y, define syn V (s) := (y, 1), otherwise define syn V (s) := (0, 0).
Similarly, we can also define the syntactic evaluations (evaluation and truth value) syn σ V in V of an unclosed logical term, i.e. a logical term with at least one variable and of a logical formula, for each variable assignment σ, respectively. 0( * 2) This definition is same as that of interpretation or individual (in Chapter 2.5 in [23] ) in V of a term of L, we considering V as the structure for L. The only difference is that the case f V (eval V (s 1 ) 1 , ..., eval V (s n ) 1 ) isn't defined could occur in the recursive case. Then, we add the binary variable to the evaluation amount which returns 0 if the evaluation is ill-defined.
Definition 8.5 (Syntactically constructive map)
We say a map T is (syntactically) constructive (or direct-representable) in L (or L-(syntactically) constructive) if there exists a logical term s(x) of L with one variable x such that "syn σ V (s(x)) = (T (syn σ V (x) 1 ), 1) for any variable assignment σ : {x} → domT " is provable. In this case, we also say T is L-(syntactically) constructive with the term s(x) and say T (X) is L-(syntactically) constructive, for each X ∈ domT .
Remark If a map T is syntactically constructive, T is constructive in both senses. Then, T is simply said to be constructive, usually.
By L W we denote the assigned first-order language whose symbols are the symbols of L and the function symbol assigned to a Brownian motion (W t ) t∈[0,∞) on (Ω, F , P ), and an L W -semantically (resp. syntactically) constructive map is also said to be semantically (resp. syntactically) constructive in L and (or with) W .
We notice that both kinds of notions of constructiveness for a map depend (only) on what assigned language is selected. Now, we are to give examples related in this note. We call the following spaces the first-kind spaces regarding ([0, L], Ω):
and call the following spaces the second-kind spaces regarding ([0, L], Ω):
Example 8.1
We define the assigned language L 0 of first-order logic by the following list of symbols and assignments: Here, each mathematical object to which each symbol is assigned is noted in parentheses. Function symbols:
(Functions on C 1 , C 2 , . . . for each d = 1, 2, . . ., respectively) ( * 3)
Re, Im (real, imaginary parts on C, respectively) dλ ⊗d (integral with respect to λ ⊗d if it is defined) lim * (limits in measure, in L p (for each p ∈ [1, ∞]) and with measure 1, with respect to λ ⊗d ) (Operations on L 0 (Ω)) E (expectation with respect to P ), dP ⊗ λ ⊗d , dλ ⊗ P ⊗ λ ⊗d−1 , . . . , dλ ⊗d ⊗ P (integrals with respect to P ⊗ λ ⊗d , λ ⊗ P ⊗ λ ⊗d−1 , . . . , λ ⊗d ⊗ P ) lim * (limits in probability, in L p (Ω) and with probability 1, and in measure, in L p and with measure 1 with respect to P ⊗ λ ⊗d , λ ⊗ P ⊗ λ ⊗d−1 , . . . , λ ⊗d ⊗ P ) (Operations ( * 4) on each first or second-kind space X)
The corresponding symbols to the above symbols (the corresponding functions on X C d to the above functions on C d ) ( * 5)
The corresponding symbols to the above symbols (the corresponding functions on the second-kind space X Z j ×[0,L] k ×C l to the above functions on the first-kind space X = C d , L 2 [0, L], L 0 ([0, L] d ), L 0 (Ω) ) ( * 6) +, −, ×, / (canonical sum, subtraction, multiplication and division (on the domains), respectively), · (scalar multiplication) (X Z → X Z which associates (x n ) n∈Z with ( −n≤i≤n,φ(n) x i ) n∈Z (partial sum)) (X Z → X Z which associates (x n ) n∈Z with ( −n≤i≤n,φ(n) x i ) n∈Z (partial product)) (we noted below forφ(n)) s(ẋ) (X → Y which associates a ∈ X with eval σa V (s(x)) 1 ∈ Y , where σ a : {x} → {a}, for each term s(x) of L 0 with a variable x ∈ X) P Z , P [0,L] , P C (canonical projections with parameters n ∈ Z, t ∈ [0, L], x ∈ C from X Z , X [0,L] , X C to X, respectively)
J Ω (canonical projection with parameter ω ∈ Ω from X to the space removed Ω from X Here indicator, limit, supremum, infimum, partial sum and partial product are determined for each formula of L 0 without quantifier with respect to the parameter set, Z d , [0, L] d or C d . Then, the following hold:
(a) e, π, √ −1 are constructive in L 0 .
(b) The elementary functions: sin, cos, tan, arcsin, arccos, arctan, pow, log (on the domains) are constructive in L 0 .
(c) f (x) = 1 Z (x), x ∈ R is constructive in L 0 . 0( * 4) The symbols which are assigned to these operations depend on X. But one can extend the domain of each of these operations independently of X. Thus, we can omit the index X from each symbol. 0( * 5) For instance, the corresponding function to the inclusion from R d to C d is the inclusion from X R d to X C d . 0( * 6) For instance, the corresponding function (operator) to the integral with respect to λ ⊗d is the integral with respect to λ ⊗d with parameter x ∈ Z j × [0, L] k × C l . 0( * 7) For instance if X = L 0 (Ω) [0,L] , the space removed Ω from X is C [0,L] . 
Appendix B
The following Propositions 9.1 and 9.2 are concerned with measurability and continuity of a stochastic process whose paths are of bounded variation.
Proposition 9.1
Let a : [0, L] × Ω → R be a weak stochastic process, namely, a t is a random variable for every t ∈ [0, L]. Suppose all paths of a(t) are left-continuous and of bounded variation. Then, both a + (t) and a − (t) are weak stochastic processes, and their all paths are left-continuous.
Remark In particular, both a + (t) and a − (t) become measurable stochastic process since any weak stochastic process whose all paths are left-continuous is measurable (see Proposition 1.13 in [7] for example).
Proof :
First, the left-continuity of a + (t) and a − (t) follow the left-continuity of a(t). Next, we show that a − (t) is weak stochastic process (we can show so is a + (t)). Fix any t ∈ (0, L]. Put V (t 0 , ..., t n ) = n j=1 (a(t j ) − a(t j−1 )) − for n ∈ N and t 0 , . . . , t n such that 0 = t 0 < t 1 < · · · < t n = t. All of them are random variables since a(t) is the weak stochastic process. While a − (t) is represented as a − (t) = sup n∈N 0=t0<t1<···<tn=t V (t 0 , ..., t n ), (9.1) setting A = { (t 0 , ..., t n ) | n ∈ N, 0 = t 0 < t 1 < · · · < t n = t, t 1 , ..., t n−1 ∈ Q }, (9.1) is rephrased as a − (t) = sup (t0,...,tn)∈A V (t 0 , ..., t n ) by the denseness of Q and the left-continuity of a(t). Besides, the cardinality of A equals that of ∞ ∪ n=1 Q n−1 (Q 0 denotes some singleton), which is a countable set. Therefore, a − (t) is a random variable. Let a : [0, L] × Ω → R be a (noncausal) stochastic process whose all paths are left-continuous and of bounded variation. Then, S = {(t, ω) ∈ [0, L] × Ω | a + (·, ω) and a − (·, ω) are differentiable in t} is a measurable set of [0, L] × Ω. In particular, the following are equivalent.
(i) a(·, ω) and a tv (·, ω) are differentiable in t a.a. (t, ω) ∈ [0, L] × Ω.
(ii) ( a(·, ω) and a tv (·, ω) are differentiable in t a.a. t ∈ [0, L] ) a.a. ω ∈ Ω.
(iii) ( a(·, ω) and a tv (·, ω) are differentiable in t a.a. ω ∈ Ω ) a.a. t ∈ [0, L].
For convenience, we denote a + and a − by a 1 and a 2 , respectively. For i ∈ {1, 2} set 
